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The rediscovery of the value of apprenticeships has been one of the most significant trends in
vocational education in recent years, and has prompted an array of research and development
projects in countries around the world. In this volume, the renewed interest in the
apprenticeship tradition and the various steps towards the implementation of innovative
apprenticeship programmes are analysed and discussed from different perspectives.
Beginning with a number of chapters that describe recent developments in apprenticeship
training in different national contexts, the book moves on to analyze the way in which both the
quality and profitability of apprenticeship act in concert as the most influential drivers of
innovation in this field. In sum, this book makes an important contribution to the international
literature on apprenticeship. It draws together some of the leading researchers in the area, and
with its overview of a number of national Vocational Education and Training (VET) projects,
provides a body of knowledge on current practices and issues that has previously been lacking
in this complex interdisciplinary field. The lessons learned from countries’ experiences, as
presented in this book, provide a valuable platform for policy-makers and scholars alike.
This volume draws together all the articles published by the International Journal of Mobile and
Blended Learning in its second year of publication (2010). As the use of mobile technology for
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personal and business applications continues to grow, it naturally follows that educators and
researchers will investigate the use of mobile devices for knowledge sharing and learning.
Refining Current Practices in Mobile and Blended Learning: New Applications provides
perspectives on new approaches to learning theory and practice in increasingly mobile,
immersive environments. Situated at the intersection of theory and practice, this book provides
foundational research on the development and implementation of mobile games, the delivery
of mobile and blended learning, and philosophical underpinnings of this emerging discipline.
Are you involved in assessing the new apprenticeships? Are you clear about your role and
responsibilities in the context of the new apprenticeships? Do you need support in being an
effective learning facilitator? One of the key features of the new standards-based
apprenticeships is the role of learning mentors and coaches and the need to support
apprentices throughout their journey and prepare them for end-point assessment. This book
takes you through the essentials of learning and development, and the principles and practice
of mentoring, coaching and assessing learning. Whatever your vocational subject, this
accessible and concise text provides you with an in-depth understanding of these areas and
how to effectively apply them to practice.
Occupational segregation has a major effect on the gender pay gap in the UK and deprives
employers of potential recruits, a fact of particular importance in areas of skills shortages. The
Committee's report examines occupational segregation and the associated tendancies for
predominantly female occupations to be lower paid and undervalued. It focuses on four key
aspects: the lack of knowledge about career options as a barrier to young people choosing nontraditional occupations; problems in accessing training in atypical areas; difficulties with alien or
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sometimes even hostile business culture; and the lack of availability of part-time or flexible
working in the higher-paid occupations and at senior levels in all occupations. The Committee
expresses its support for the work of the Sector Skills Councils in addressing this problem and
in disseminating good practice, and argues that other organisations, such as trade
associations and Regional Development Agencies, should become more active in this area.
The Committee also calls on the Government to review equal pay legislation to try and make
the principle of 'equal pay for work of equal value' more effective.
The Cambridge Handbook of Thinking and Reasoning is the first comprehensive and
authoritative handbook covering all the core topics of the field of thinking and reasoning.
Written by the foremost experts from cognitive psychology, cognitive science, and cognitive
neuroscience, individual chapters summarize basic concepts and findings for a major topic,
sketch its history, and give a sense of the directions in which research is currently heading.
The volume also includes work related to developmental, social and clinical psychology,
philosophy, economics, artificial intelligence, linguistics, education, law, and medicine.
Scholars and students in all these fields and others will find this to be a valuable collection.
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Learning in Places is a concerted effort undertaken by an outstanding group of
international researchers to create a resource book that can introduce academic,
professional and lay readers to the field of informal learning/education and its potential
to transform present educational thinking. The book presents a wealth of ideas from a
wide variety of disciplinary fields and methodological approaches covering multiple
learning landscapes - in museums, workplaces, classrooms, places of recreation - in a
variety of political, social and cultural contexts around the world. Learning in Places
presents the most recent theoretical advances in the field; analyzing the social, cultural,
political, historical and economical contexts within which informal learning develops and
must be critiqued. It also looks into the epistemology that nourishes its development
and into the practices that characterize its implementation; and finally reflects on the
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variety of educational contexts in which it is practiced.
Providing a comprehensive and evidence-based reference guide for those who have a
strong and scholarly interest in medical education, the Oxford Textbook of Medical
Education contains everything the medical educator needs to know in order to deliver
the knowledge, skills, and behaviour that doctors need. The book explicitly states what
constitutes best practice and gives an account of the evidence base that corroborates
this. Describing the theoretical educational principles that lay the foundations of best
practice in medical education, the book gives readers a through grounding in all
aspects of this discipline. Contributors to this book come from a variety of different
backgrounds, disciplines and continents, producing a book that is truly original and
international.
Benefiting from the support and involvement of two major international research
networks, this collection features the latest research findings in TVET. Members of
INAP, the International Network on Innovative Apprenticeship, and VETNET, the
Vocational Education and Training Network, have contributed key research findings to
this detailed survey of the field. Featuring the inclusion of the internationally recognized
memorandum released in April 2012 by the INAP Architecture Apprenticeship
Commission, the volume covers a wealth of issues relating to technical and vocational
education and training, including exemplar architectures such as successful school-towork transitions, competence assessment and development models, and governance,
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including the role of stakeholders. The book provides many opportunities to explore in
depth the scholarly debate on TVET, as well as to learn from positive international
experiences. It aims to inform the practice of TVET professionals as much as the
decision making of administrators.
This book is situated in the nexus between technology, labour and politics. It focuses on
contradictions as heuristic devices that uncover struggles, frictions and ambiguities of
digitalization in work and labour environments. Topics include contradictions in
automation, internet platforms, digital practices, creative industries, communication
industries, human interaction, democratic participation and regulation. Three crosscutting themes can be identified within the diverse chapters represented in the book.
First, many authors argue that labour and economic valorisation occur outside of the
traditional concept of working space and time. Second, digital technology is not fixed
under capital. It is malleable and mouldable. Third, many political tensions are occurring
without organized awareness or dissent. The book will, therefore, be of interest to
researchers and students in the fields of sociology of work, media studies, cultural
studies, gender studies, science and technology studies and Critical Theory as well as
to trade-unionists and policy makers.
Apprenticeship PatternsGuidance for the Aspiring Software CraftsmanO'Reilly Media
Are you doing all you can to further your career as a software developer? With today's
rapidly changing and ever-expanding technologies, being successful requires more
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than technical expertise. To grow professionally, you also need soft skills and effective
learning techniques. Honing those skills is what this book is all about. Authors Dave
Hoover and Adewale Oshineye have cataloged dozens of behavior patterns to help you
perfect essential aspects of your craft. Compiled from years of research, many
interviews, and feedback from O'Reilly's online forum, these patterns address difficult
situations that programmers, administrators, and DBAs face every day. And it's not just
about financial success. Apprenticeship Patterns also approaches software
development as a means to personal fulfillment. Discover how this book can help you
make the best of both your life and your career. Solutions to some common obstacles
that this book explores in-depth include: Burned out at work? "Nurture Your Passion" by
finding a pet project to rediscover the joy of problem solving. Feeling overwhelmed by
new information? Re-explore familiar territory by building something you've built before,
then use "Retreat into Competence" to move forward again. Stuck in your learning?
Seek a team of experienced and talented developers with whom you can "Be the
Worst" for a while. "Brilliant stuff! Reading this book was like being in a time machine
that pulled me back to those key learning moments in my career as a professional
software developer and, instead of having to learn best practices the hard way, I had a
guru sitting on my shoulder guiding me every step towards master craftsmanship. I'll
certainly be recommending this book to clients. I wish I had this book 14 years
ago!"-Russ Miles, CEO, OpenCredo
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Social entrepreneurship has been a trend in the last decade, attracting many youth to
voice their concerns about social issues. However, there is still a huge gap between
those upfront social entrepreneurs and the citizens, the latter of whom struggle to find a
good starting point or feel overwhelmed by the complexity of the problems. Change
Making Patterns captures the essentials that future actors can consult to create their
ideal change. The 31 distinctive patterns show how social entrepreneurs identify social
issues and create or implement solutions to overcome these issues. This set of tacit
knowledge is disclosed for you to not only learn how social entrepreneurship is
executed in difficult situations but also start your own changemaking project.
A Creative Presentation uses the knowledge and experience of the audience to inspire
the realization of something new. Such a presentation can encourage the audience to
realize and take action towards the future. However, as a presentation has limited
words, how is such innovation possible? The secrets are scribed in this book.
Presentation Patterns presents 34 distinct patterns that show tips, methods, and views
for a Creative Presentation. The Presentation Patterns are written as a pattern
language that summarizes the design knowledge that develops from a person's
experience into the form of a pattern. It pairs a problem that occurs in a certain context
of a design with its solution and gives it a name. Along with discovering methods to give
an effective presentation, we hope you can also imagine the possibilities that pattern
languages offer.
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This is an authoritative introduction to Computing Education research written by over 50
leading researchers from academia and the industry.
Throughout the world, people understand the meaning of 'apprenticeship'. As a model
of learning and skill formation, apprenticeship has adapted over the years to reflect
changes in work, in technology, and in the types of knowledge that underpin
occupational expertise. Apprenticeship serves the needs of government, as well as
employers, individuals and society more generally. These needs have always coexisted in dynamic tension. This book explores the contemporary state of
apprenticeship in Europe, the United States, Canada, and Ghana. The chapters
present perspectives from leading researchers in the field, showing how apprenticeship
is evolving and changing in every country (crossing boundaries of age, sector and
levels of skill and knowledge) and examining the ability of apprenticeship to facilitate
both vertical progression – particularly to higher education – and horizontal progression
between jobs and sectors. As such, apprenticeship remains at the core of debates
about vocational learning and the nature of expertise. This book was originally
published as a special issue of the Journal of Vocational Education and Training.
Are you doing all you can to further your career as a software developer? With today's
rapidly changing and ever-expanding technologies, being successful requires more
than technical expertise. To grow professionally, you also need soft skills and effective
learning techniques. Honing those skills is what this book is all about. Authors Dave
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Hoover and Adewale Oshineye have cataloged dozens of behavior patterns to help you
perfect essential aspects of your craft. Compiled from years of research, many
interviews, and feedback from O'Reilly's online forum, these patterns address difficult
situations that programmers, administrators, and DBAs face every day. And it's not just
about financial success. Apprenticeship Patterns also approaches software
development as a means to personal fulfillment. Discover how this book can help you
make the best of both your life and your career. Solutions to some common obstacles
that this book explores in-depth include: Burned out at work? "Nurture Your Passion" by
finding a pet project to rediscover the joy of problem solving. Feeling overwhelmed by
new information? Re-explore familiar territory by building something you've built before,
then use "Retreat into Competence" to move forward again. Stuck in your learning?
Seek a team of experienced and talented developers with whom you can "Be the
Worst" for a while. "Brilliant stuff! Reading this book was like being in a time machine
that pulled me back to those key learning moments in my career as a professional
software developer and, instead of having to learn best practices the hard way, I had a
guru sitting on my shoulder guiding me every step towards master craftsmanship. I'll
certainly be recommending this book to clients. I wish I had this book 14 years ago!"
-Russ Miles, CEO, OpenCredo
Survival Language is a pattern language to provide individual survival techniques to use
when a catastrophic earthquake occurs. The basis of this proposal comes from the
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problem that although countries like Japan have experienced numerous catastrophic
earthquakes, preventable tragedies continue to be repeated. Survival Language
presents 20 distinct patterns that show tips, methods, and views for surviving
earthquake. Survival Language seeks to improve a person's immediate decisions when
an earthquake strikes and to encourage them to recall earthquake safety measures
even in ordinary moments of daily life. A person's survival often depends on their own
strength, knowledge, and skills the time at which the disaster strikes.
Be a Better Developer and Deliver Better Code Despite advanced tools and
methodologies, software projects continue to fail. Why? Too many organizations still
view software development as just another production line. Too many developers feel
that way, too—and they behave accordingly. In The Software Craftsman:
Professionalism, Pragmatism, Pride, Sandro Mancuso offers a better and more fulfilling
path. If you want to develop software with pride and professionalism; love what you do
and do it with excellence; and build a career with autonomy, mastery, and purpose, it
starts with the recognition that you are a craftsman. Once you embrace this powerful
mindset, you can achieve unprecedented levels of technical excellence and customer
satisfaction. Mancuso helped found the world’s largest organization of software
craftsmen; now, he shares what he’s learned through inspiring examples and
pragmatic advice you can use in your company, your projects, and your career. You will
learn Why agile processes aren’t enough and why craftsmanship is crucial to making
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them work How craftsmanship helps you build software right and helps clients in ways
that go beyond code How and when to say “No” and how to provide creative
alternatives when you do Why bad code happens to good developers and how to stop
creating and justifying it How to make working with legacy code less painful and more
productive How to be pragmatic—not dogmatic—about your practices and tools How to
lead software craftsmen and attract them to your organization What to avoid when
advertising positions, interviewing candidates, and hiring developers How developers
and their managers can create a true culture of learning How to drive true technical
change and overcome deep patterns of skepticism Sandro Mancuso has coded for
startups, software houses, product companies, international consultancies, and
investment banks. In October 2013, he cofounded Codurance, a consultancy based on
Software Craftsmanship principles and values. His involvement with Software
Craftsmanship began in 2010, when he founded the London Software Craftsmanship
Community (LSCC), now the world’s largest and most active Software Craftsmanship
community, with more than two thousand craftsmen. For the past four years, he has
inspired and helped developers to organize Software Craftsmanship communities
throughout Europe, the United States, and the rest of the world.
This is the first book to seriously address the disconnection between nimble Agile
teams and other groups in the enterprise, including enterprise architecture, the program
management office (PMO), human resources, and even business executives. When an
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enterprise experiments with practice improvements, software development teams often
jump on board with excitement, while other groups are left to wonder how they will fit in.
We address how these groups can adapt to Agile teams. More importantly, we show
how many Agile teams cause their own problems, damaging scalability and
sustainability, by requiring special treatment, and by failing to bridge the gaps between
themselves and other groups. We call this phenomenon “Agile illth.” Adopting a set of
“best practices” is not enough. All of us, Agile teams and the corporate groups, must
change our intentions and worldviews to be more compatible with the success of the
enterprise. Join us on the journey to enterprise agility. It is a crooked path, fraught with
danger, confusion and complexity. It is the only way to reach the pinnacles we hope to
experience in the form of better business value delivered faster for less cost.

A Creative Collaboration creates new values that can change the world. In a
Creative Collaboration, an emergent vigor is produced where team members
motivate each other and grow together. This new vigor cannot be attributed to
any one team member but to the team as a whole. How can such a Creative
Collaboration be achieved? The secrets are scribed in this book. Collaboration
Patterns presents 34 distinct patterns that show tips, methods, and views for a
successful collaboration. The Collaboration Patterns are written as a pattern
language that summarizes the design knowledge that develops from a person's
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experience into the form of a pattern. It pairs a problem that occurs in a certain
context of a design with its solution and gives it a name. Along with discovering
ways to practice effective teamwork, we hope you can also imagine the
possibilities pattern languages offer.
Over the past decade prominent philosophers and theologians have returned the
virtues to a significant place in moral reflection. Transformed Judgment
contributes to the growing literature by arguing that the most coherent account of
moral judgment is one grounded in, and lived in the presence of, the Triune God.
L. Gregory Jones suggests that while there has been considerable discussion of
the virtues and the activity of moral judgment, the discussion has tended to
neglect the importance of friendship and the ways in which people learn to
acquire and exercise the virtues in making wise moral judgments. The Christian
tradition's claim that human beings are to live in relation to the mystery of the
Triune God provides a distinctive understanding of friendship, the virtues, and
moral judgment, claims Jones. Drawing on the thought of Thomas Aquinas, he
develops his claim that the primary friendship a person should have is with the
God who has befriended humanity in Jesus Christ; such friendship calls forth a
life of transformative discipleship in friendship with others. Jones criticizes recent
exponents of the virtues such as Martha Nussbaum, Edmund Pincoffs, and
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Stanley Hauerwas for failing to adequately recognize the difference theological
claims make for ethics and moral judgment. He argues that an adequate
understanding of how the virtues are acquired and character is formed reveals
that theological claims about such matters as God, the world, and life and death
make a decisive difference in moral judgment. Drawing on a wide range of
literature from the philosophy of language and moral philosophy to theology and
theological ethics, Jones establishes why it is crucial to attend to not only the
formation of moral judgments, but also to transformation in moral judgment.
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Learning for Jobs is an OECD study of vocational education and training (VET)
designed to help countries make their VET systems more responsive to labour
market needs. This special report looks at the system in China. China’s
education system has ...
The international PURPLSOC (In Pursuit of Pattern Languages for Societal
Change) platform aims to substantiate the relevance of Christopher Alexander’s
pattern language approach in all major domains by showing its broad applicability
and richness and bringing best practice examples from outside the scientific
community into research. This anthology of 19 papers, proceedings of the
PURPLSOC 2015 World Conference held at Danube University Krems in Austria,
is the first outcome of this discussion and reflection. The papers bring a manifold
and broad overview of the current state of the implementation of Alexander’s
ideas in divergent fields. Additionally, PURPLSOC offers a platform for the
research and discussion of Alexander’s most recent work: “The Nature of Order:
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An Essay on the Art of Building and the Nature of the Universe” (2004). The four
volumes explore the “living process” with its “15 structure-preserving
transformations” applied in the “unfolding of wholeness”.
In a perfect world, software engineers who produce the best code are the most
successful. But in our perfectly messy world, success also depends on how you
work with people to get your job done. In this highly entertaining book, Brian
Fitzpatrick and Ben Collins-Sussman cover basic patterns and anti-patterns for
working with other people, teams, and users while trying to develop software.
This is valuable information from two respected software engineers whose
popular series of talks—including "Working with Poisonous People"—has attracted
hundreds of thousands of followers. Writing software is a team sport, and human
factors have as much influence on the outcome as technical factors. Even if
you’ve spent decades learning the technical side of programming, this book
teaches you about the often-overlooked human component. By learning to
collaborate and investing in the "soft skills" of software engineering, you can have
a much greater impact for the same amount of effort. Team Geek was named as
a Finalist in the 2013 Jolt Awards from Dr. Dobb's Journal. The publication's
panel of judges chose five notable books, published during a 12-month period
ending June 30, that every serious programmer should read.
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At many times in educational history, including the past decade, there are reports
of crisis and cries for reform. The successes of foreign competitors are pointed
to, new moneys are sought and laws passed. Occasionally these reform efforts
make a difference. Just as often, they end up as mere rhetoric and the
educational indicators continue to slide. Education is a dynamic sector with its
ups and downs. To understand these ups and downs and to gain a clearer grasp
of the essentials of reform, we need to look deeply into the origins and
development of successful and failed reforms. This book seeks to answer that
need. To do so, it stresses two important themes. First, the essence of
educational practice lies in the institutionalised ideals and norms of an
educational system, not in how much is spent on education or how many people
are involved in education. Second, while many contemporary observers of
education tend to think that sound educational practice is pretty much the same
around the world, this book argues that these are at least six distinctive
educational InstitutionS currently in place in the modern world, each with its
unique strengths and weaknesses. Each also has its own cycle of reform and
renewal. So the landscape of educational reform is much broader than most
observers acknowledge. The book is unique in highlighting the principle
characteristics of Japanese education alongside those of Soviet Russia and the
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core educational systems of Western Europe and North America. While the
account focuses on ‘national’ differences, the analysis actually begins from the
ground up, looking at particular schools that emerged early in the six modernising
experiences. These early schools are described here as representative schools,
for the practices they initiated have had a profound influence on the direction of
subsequent reforms in their respective national settings.
Many will remember the segment of "The Sorcerer's Apprentice" in the Disney film Fantasia; it
is a perfect metaphor for medical imaging as it stands today. The apprentice magician tests his
nascent skills at sorcery by bringing common household items to life and putting them to work.
At first, things go well, but eventually he loses control, and chaos ensues. Medical imaging,
too, could spin out of control. The benefits of imaging are undeniable. In the past thirty years,
innovations like CT, MRI, and PET scanning have not only markedly reduced clinical risk for
patients but have also transformed medical practice. Its costs, however, have grown
explosively, to the point where imaging expenses have become a political issue. The
aggressive adoption of imaging technology has raised issues about the role of inappropriate
economic incentives and the role of defensive medicine in driving up medical costs.
Radiologists have utilized imaging technology to transform their practice from a pure diagnostic
discipline into a curative one. Radiologists are among the most successful knowledge workers
in the entire economy, leveraging digital information technology and Internet connectivity to
become the first global medical discipline. Imaging is poised to make a further quantum
advance - into the workings of the human cell and the molecular biology of complex disease.
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Where is this remarkable technology, and the discipline which uses it, headed? How can
society make the most responsible use of this powerful new tool? How will imaging and
radiologists reshape medical practice? These questions will be answered by The Sorcerer's
Apprentice.
This unique book reveals how Collaborative Innovation Networks (COINs) can be used to
achieve resilience to change and external shocks. COINs, which consist of 'cyberteams' of
motivated individuals, are self-organizing emergent social systems for coping with external
change. The book describes how COINs enable resilience in healthcare, e.g. through teams of
patients, family members, doctors and researchers to support patients with chronic diseases,
or by reducing infant mortality by forming groups of mothers, social workers, doctors, and
policymakers. It also examines COINs within large corporations and how they build resilience
by forming, spontaneously and without intervention on the part of the management, to
creatively respond to new risks and external threats. The expert contributions also discuss how
COINs can benefit startups, offering new self-organizing forms of leadership in which all
stakeholders collaborate to develop new products.
????????:??????????????,?????????????????,?????????????,??????????????????.
In Creative Learning, learner creates opportunities for learning by himself/herself by launching
and implementing his/her own project, and learn through actively creating with others. How can
such a Creative Learning be achieved? The secrets are scribed in this book. Learning Patterns
presents 40 distinct patterns that show tips, methods, and views for a Creative Learning. The
Learning Patterns are written as a pattern language that summarizes the design knowledge
that develops from a person's experience into the form of a pattern. It pairs a problem that
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occurs in a certain context of a design with its solution and gives it a name. Read through the
pages and use any or all of the Learning Patterns to make your learning more creative!
?????????????????????.
In the course of their 20+-year engineering careers, authors Brian Fitzpatrick and Ben CollinsSussman have picked up a treasure trove of wisdom and anecdotes about how successful
teams work together. Their conclusion? Even among people who have spent decades learning
the technical side of their jobs, most haven’t really focused on the human component.
Learning to collaborate is just as important to success. If you invest in the "soft skills" of your
job, you can have a much greater impact for the same amount of effort. The authors share
their insights on how to lead a team effectively, navigate an organization, and build a healthy
relationship with the users of your software. This is valuable information from two respected
software engineers whose popular series of talks—including "Working with Poisonous
People"—has attracted hundreds of thousands of followers.
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